The One Bride Guide

What People Are Saying About The One Bride Guide Magazine

The One Advertisers:
“Our experience in advertising with ‘The One’ Bride Guide has
been delightfully rewarding. This beautifully produced publication has quickly established itself as the #1 source amongst
discerning brides for valuable information and guidance regarding every aspect of their wedding. A significantly increasing
number of our potential clients introduce themselves with, ’I saw
you in ‘The One’…’ It is our great pleasure to recommend
Monica McLeod's top-notch staff and professional expertise to
anyone in the industry desiring the utmost in marketing. We
wish them continued success!”
- Sandra Anderwald, Partner, C.C. Turnkey Events,
"The Courtyard at Gaslight Square"
“When I was first approached to advertise in The One Bride
Guide, I was a little unsure of whether or not Corpus Christi could
support yet another bridal magazine. The concept and format
really appealed to me, so I decided to give an ad in The One a
shot. After, the first issue came out, I could not have been
happier! The beautiful magazine continues to fly off the rack at
my location, and after watching bride after bride come into
appointments with The One always tucked into her "binder", I can
see that the magazine is circulating in an amazing way in Corpus
Christi and am really thrilled with the innovative and fresh
approach each issue rolls out! Thanks to The One for coming to
Corpus and taking the world of weddings to a new level!”
- Jayme Jeffries, Wedding Coordinator at the Ortiz Center
“I am a big fan of The One Bride Guide ‘Off White Pages’! I
utilize this list as my personal Corpus Christi Event Phonebook!
I hand a copy to all of my clients from Brides to Meeting
Planners because it is such a complete listing of Industry Professionals. Especially for those clients from outside the Corpus
Christi area, the ‘Off White Pages’ are a huge asset for finding
local entertainment, caterer’s, decorators, and more! Thank you
for such an invaluable resource for Corpus Christi brides and
industry partners. Also, the Aquarium has had two referrals from
The One Guide already and this is our first issue (February 2009
issue) to advertise! Well worth the investment!”
- Rachael Griffith, Director of Sales Texas State Aquarium
“We know that The One Bride Guide is circulating this
town…almost every time we meet a potential customer, they
have already seen it, or have one in their purse! Thanks for the
great exposure.”
- Rob and Amanda Pruett, New Wave Photography
The One Contributors:
“I refer all of my brides to the "Off-White Pages", which is the
most complete compilation of Corpus Christi wedding professionals I have seen! This publication has brought our company
several brides who may have not found us otherwise! I can't
express how thrilled my photographers and I are to be a part of
The One Bride Guide!”
- Sarah Swoyer, owner/photographer of
Sarah Diane Photography & Design

The One Readers:
“I love the new magazine! I love the white page listings. See if
you can get some more companies to enlist. There are many
small venues that would be willing to advertise to brides who
may have a smaller budget.“
- Sandra
“I picked up your magazines last night, and I wanted to say that
I enjoyed it thoroughly. I'm not getting married, I did however
very much appreciate the production quality and how informative it was. Keep up the good work. I also found my way to
mcleodcreative.com and I am glad to see such a professional
company here in Corpus Christi…”
- William
“I enjoyed the latest issue of The One Bride Guide. First, it is
beautiful work. Second it is filled with information, which
could prove very helpful to me down the road. As my daughter
begins to talk of planning a wedding, it is good to know I have
a resource.”
- Fay
“I really enjoy every issue I have picked up. I really enjoy
looking at all the ideas for reception and ceremony venues. But
best of all, I really enjoy looking for wedding reception decor for
sign in table, head table and flower arrangements. I have picked
up some ideas on bridal bouquets as well from your magazine.”
- Diana
“I love the engagement announcement idea for your upcoming
issue! I really enjoy The One. I think I picked up your 1st issue at
a coffee shop and loved looking at the real weddings. Also, the
vendor/ venue list published in your issue is extremely informative. I have actually found a place that I never knew existed
and plan to have my reception there!...Keep up the good
work. I look forward to the new issue and site!”
- Corinne C.
“I just read the whole magazine online and just wanted to give
my input. I love how all info is so ready and available and it is
about and including people here in town. I don't think Corpus
has ever had something like that…”
- Corinne L.

“Well worth
the investment!”

- Rachael Griffith, Director of Sales Texas State Aquarium

